Fact Sheet

ANION
EMITTER

ACHIEVE OPTIMUM
HEALTH AND BALANCE

The Juuva Anion Emitter contains rare earth minerals and semi-precious crystals (like Watermelon
Tourmaline and Zeolite) in a stainless steel barrel that helps activate the piezoelectric aspect of
the crystals so that they emit a certified 2,000 anions (also known as negative ions) per linear inch.
These anions bring the body into balance and energetic homeostasis (stability). It has been
discovered that cells in the body vibrate at various frequencies depending on their state of
health. The Anion Emitter provides an environment that helps balance these frequencies in a way
that optimizes each of the body’s organs and systems.*

Benefits of the Anion Emitter

What are Ions?
Ions are molecules that have gained or lost an electrical charge. They
are created in nature as molecules break apart due to sunlight,
radiation, and moving air and water.

What are Anions?
Anions are atoms that have gained an electron, they have a
negative ionic charge. These negative charges are positive for your
well-being and help bring the body into balance.*

How does the Anion Emitter work?
When a person circles the Anion Emitter over an area, their body
begins to resonate with the anions (negative ions) that are contained
in the Emitter through a process called biophotonic entrainment.
Similar to a tuning fork that picks up the frequencies (sound) of
another tuning fork in its vicinity; anions tune these frequencies so
that they are in harmony with health. When the organs and systems of
the body are properly attuned, the body returns to a balanced state. A
balanced body is more able to protect and heal itself.*



Emits at least 10,000 Negative Ions.*









Boosts alertness and elevates concentration.*
Helps the body manage discomfort.*
Balances your body’s energy field.*
Enhances the immune system.*
Promotes better digestion.*
Combats free radicals.*
Lasts a lifetime.
Average anion count per cubic meter of air:

Anions also help you feel refreshed and energized because each cell in
your body is powered by a rechargeable battery called Adenosine
Triphosphate (ATP). As an electron is released and ATP becomes
Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP), energy is released within the cell and
your body uses that energy to act and react. Your body pulls needed
electrons from anions to convert ADP back into ATP almost
instantaneously. This is why when using the Anion Emitter you
experience immediate increased strength and balance because all of
your circuits are literally plugged in and switched on!*
Negative ions have documented health benefits. Over 17,000
ion-related studies are available online at PubMed and the
online US National Library of Medicine website, maintained by
the National Institutes of Health.

For Mental Function & Concentration
“Negative ions increase the flow of oxygen to the brain; resulting in
higher alertness, decreased drowsiness, and more mental energy,”
says Pierce J. Howard, PhD, Director of research at the Center for
Applied Cognitive Sciences in Charlotte, N.C. http://ow.ly/BKRwO

Air Quality

Anions

Juuva Anion Emitter

10,000+

Clear Mountain Air

2,000

Normal Sea-Level Air

1,500

Before a Storm

750

After a Storm

2,500

Typical Modern Office

150

Enclosed Motor Vehicle

50

How to Use




Circle the Anion Emitter over an area of the body to
bring that area into balance. The Emitter does not
need to touch the skin but should be close. Circle as
long as desired. The longer the application, the better
the benefit. Or you can wear the Emitter whenever
needed. Purchase the Anion Emitter Guide for more
detailed information.
Circle the Anion Emitter over food and drinks for
approximately 30 seconds to energize and infuse with
anions (caution: food and drinks may change flavor
when exposed to anions).

*FDA Disclaimer: These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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